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In today’s complex societies a huge amount of activity is devoted to
measurement, by governments and within organizations, through targets,
performance indicators, outcomes frameworks, and so on. But only a few
indicators emerge from this noise of information to become the key means by
which we judge the progress of, and tell a story about, society overall. These
“political indicators” play an important democratic role, helping voters judge the
success of those they elect; they thus come to have a strong influence on politics
and policy making. They both frame the way voters think about what it means
for society to be successful, and create incentives for politicians.1
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A hundred years ago, while politicians talked about economic issues, they did
not talk about “the economy.” “The economy” that focal point of so much of
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Michaelson J, Seaford C, Abdallah S and Marks N (2014) ‘Measuring what matters’ in FA Huppert and CL Cooper
(Eds) Interventions and Policies to Enhance Well-Being, Volume VI, Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell.
2
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/politics/article4425551.ece
http://www.theguardian.com/business/economics-blog/2015/apr/28/gdp-figures-a-blow-for-osborne-austerityelection-budget-deficit http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/blow-to-tories-economic-credentials-asons-cuts-uk-economic-growth-rate-cut-in-half-days-before-election-10208992.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/uk-growth-rate-set-to-fall-in-final-official-update-beforeelection-10200244.html http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/apr/27/gdp-growth-first-quarter-georgeosborne-chancellor
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11566370/UKGDPfallstoslowestpaceinthreeyearswithjustnineday
suntilelection.html
3
Diener, E., & Seligman, M. E. P. (2004). Beyond money: Toward an economy of well-being. Psychological Science
in the Public Interest, 5, 1–31.

today’s chatter, only emerged when national income and product accounts were
created in the mid-20th century.

new political
indicators do not imply a specific programme
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The influence of economists on public policy, Oxford University Press blog
http://blog.oup.com/2015/01/economists-public-policy/
5
Jeffrey K., Seaford C. Report on definitions of the Green Economy and progress towards it (NETGREEN deliverable
2.1) available at http://netgreen-project.eu/content/report-definitions-green-economy-and-progress-towards-it
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Growing the green collar economy: Skills and
labour challenges in reducing our greenhouse emissions and national environmental footprint
7

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/resource_efficiency/targets_indicators/scoreboard/index_en.htm

Table 1: Headline measures of progress towards the Europe 2020 targets for the European
Union
(% of the population aged 20-64)
(% of GDP)
(index 1990=100)
(%)
(Million tonnes of oil equivalent)
(Million tonnes of oil equivalent)
(% of population aged 18-24)
(% of population aged 30-34)
(million)
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/europe-2020-indicators/europe-2020-strategy
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Cowan N (2010) ‘The Magical Mystery Four: How is Working Memory Capacity Limited, and Why?’, Current
Directions in Psychological Science, 19 (1): 51–57.











‘representative of the overall outcome’,
‘easy to interpret’

The ONS Measuring National Well-being programme aims to produce accepted and
trusted measures of the well-being of the nation. Well-being put simply is about
“how we are doing” as individuals, as communities and as a nation and how
sustainable this is for the future.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6320/1870718.pdf
www.happyplanetindex.org

Measuring National Well-being is about looking at “GDP and beyond”. It includes
headline indicators in areas such as health, relationships, education and skills, what
we do, where we live, our finances, the economy, governance, the environment and
measures of “personal well-being” (individuals' assessment of their own well-being).
The programme started with a national debate that gathered views on what matters
to people…Since the debate, there has been intensive development work of new
measures of well-being that include – but go beyond – measures of economic
performance such as GDP...The programme publishes updates to the national wellbeing measures every 6 months...12

Table 2: Domains and indicators included in the Office for National Statistics’ Measuring
National Wellbeing Programme

12

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/user-guidance/well-being/about-the-programme/index.html

13

13

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/publications/re-reference-tables.html?edition=tcm%3A77-367945

have
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Research by George Ward using Eurobarometer data, quoted by O’Donnell, G. in We are happier than you think
Prospect (May 2015).

Scotland Performs measures and reports on progress of government in Scotland
in creating a more successful country, with opportunities for all to flourish
through increasing sustainable economic growth. Progress towards the Purpose
is tracked by 7 Purpose Targets and it is supported by 16 National Outcomes describing the kind of Scotland we want to be - and 50 National Indicators,
covering key areas of health, justice, environment, economy, and education
measure progress. Scotland Performs offers accountability based on national
priorities set out in the National Performance Framework.15

Table 3: The 16 purpose targets and indicators of Scotland Performs

15

http://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/scotPerformshttp://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/
scotPerforms
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Table 4: The 50 National Indicators used to measure progress towards the National
Outcomes of Scotland Performs
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http://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/scotPerforms

17

17

http://www.gov.scot/About/Performance/scotPerforms

Ministers and public bodies specified in the Bill will be required to set well-being
objectives designed to maximise their individual contribution to achieving the
well-being goals, and to publish annual reports of the progress they have made
towards meeting these objectives….The National Indicators, by specifying how
progress towards achieving the goals is understood, are likely to inform the
development of these well-being objectives, and any indicators used to measure
performance against these objectives. Unlike the Welsh Government’s existing
Sustainable Development Indicator set, the use of which is voluntary, they have a
central, statutory role in policy development…. [However] because the National
Indicators will measure progress towards the goals for Wales as opposed to the
objectives of particular organisations they will not constitute performance targets
and should not be interpreted as defining the immediate objectives of particular
policies or programmes.18
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http://ppiw.org.uk/files/2015/02/Measuring-progress-towards-achievement-of-Waless-Wellbeing-goals_adiscussion-paper.pdf
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Note that none of the initiatives used statistically representative samples of the public.

Table 5: Summary of assessment of domains against selection criteria








Table 6: Suggested headline indicators to represent the identified domains

how

does not

all
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Whitby, A. et al (March 2014) BRAINPOoL: from measurement to Politics and Policy available at
http://www.brainpoolproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/BRAINPOoL-Project-Final-Report.pdf
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Examples of other users include campaigners, business strategists and researchers.
To prepare the collection of indicators featured in the web tool, the NETGREEN research team first conducted a
systematic overview of the large and fragmented body of work in the field of green economy indicators. Using a list
of around 2000 identified indicators as a starting point, the team prepared a list of about 300 ‘lead’ indicators that
cover, to the extent possible, all major aspects of the green economy, namely economic sustainability and
resilience, environmental sustainability, social justice, effective governance and quality of life. This list of ‘lead’
indicators featured in measuring-progress.eu is complemented by a list of about 500 ‘non-lead’ indicators for which
the tool offers a limited amount of information.
24
The tool also provides links to access data.
25
In order to include this functionality in the tool, the research team first developed a mind map of the main themes
associated with the green economy using input from an in-depth literature
23

Author/Organisation

Initiative

Aim of the initiative

Link

European Commission

Europe 2020

Delivering smart, sustainable, inclusive growth

http://ec.europa.eu/europe202
0/europe-2020-in-anutshell/priorities/index_en.ht
m

OECD

How's life?

Assessment of people's wellbeing in OECD countries

http://www.keepeek.com/Digit
al-AssetManagement/oecd/economics/
how-s-life2013_9789264201392en#page27

OECD - Hall et al

A
framework
to A proposed framework for measuring the progress http://www.oecd.org/officialdo
measure the progress of societies
cuments/publicdisplaydocumen
of societies
tpdf/?cote=std/doc%282010%2
95&docLanguage=En

Bhutan (The Centre for Bhutan Gross
Studies and GNH Research)
Happiness

National An attempt to define an indicator and concept that http://www.grossnationalhappi
measures quality of life or social progress in more ness.com/nine-domains/
holistic and psychological terms than only the
economic indicator of gross domestic product

UNDP - Amartya Sen and Human Development To shift the focus of development economics from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hu
Mahbub ul Haqin
Index
national income accounting to people-centred man_Development_Index
policies
Canadian Index of Wellbeing, Canadian Index
University of Waterloo
Wellbeing

of To enable all Canadians to share in the highest https://uwaterloo.ca/canadianwellbeing status by identifying, developing and indexpublicizing statistical measures that offer clear, valid wellbeing/resources/reports
and regular reporting on progress toward wellbeing
goals and outcomes Canadians seek as a nation.

Vermuri and Costanza

National
Index

Well-being This study aims to combine data on national levels of
mean SWB with data on objective measures of built,
human, social, and natural capital in order to better
explain the determinants of national SWB.

Sustainable Society Foundation

Sustainable
index

https://www.pdx.edu/sites/ww
w.pdx.edu.sustainability/files/V
emuri%20and%20Costanza%20
2006.pdf

society Monitoring the progress of a country on its way to http://www.ssfindex.com/abou
sustainability, for setting priorities with respect to t-ssf/
sustainability, to make comparisons between
countries, for education purposes and for further
research and development

Roland Zieschank and Hans German
National The National Welfare Index is not intended to http://www.polsoz.fuDiefenbacher
Welfare Index
replace GDP/GNI but rather to integrate it berlin.de/en/polwiss/forschung
as an informational counterpart
/systeme/ffu/forschungalt/projekte/abgeschlossene/07
_wohlfahrtsindex/bmu_final_re
port.pdf?1367705877
Welsh government

Wales Wellbeing of To improve the economic, social and environmental http://www.senedd.assembly.w
Future Generations wellbeing of Wales
ales/mgIssueHistoryHome.aspx
Bill
?IId=10103

Scottish government

Scotland Performs

Office for National Statistics

Measuring
Wellbeing

Oxfam Scotland

To focus government and public services on creating http://www.gov.scot/About/Per
a more successful country, with opportunities for all formance/scotPerforms
of Scotland to flourish, through increasing
sustainable economic growth

National The programme aims to produce accepted and http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/pu
trusted measures of the well-being of the nation - blications/re-referencehow the UK as a whole is doing.
tables.html?edition=tcm%3A77303186
The development of the Oxfam Humankind Index http://policyHumankind Index
shows that a new approach to measuring prosperity practice.oxfam.org.uk/ourin Scotland is not only possible but desirable, moving work/poverty-in-thebeyond
economic
growth
and
increased uk/humankindconsumption and looking instead at a broader range index#5c3829e3-01f6-4660of factors that matter to people and communities.
8718-c002eed46c5c
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